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Book reviews

Elements de Toxicologie Industrielle. By E. Weil.
(Pp. 362; 44 figs, 72 tables; 220 francs.) Paris:
Masson. 1975.

As members of the European Common Market it behoves
us to understand not only the languages but the philo-
sophies of our partners. This book is an admirable intro-
duction to both as far as the French speaking countries
are concerned.
From the point of view of language this book is easy to

understand even for those with only school certificate
French. There are many tables, graphs and diagrams, not
all of equal value it must be admitted, but many of them
excellent and unique in my experience. As examples,
Table 8 is a useful two-page conversion table from ppm
to mg/m3 and vice versa for a variety of common in-
dustrial toxic agents. Table 72, occupies 50 pages and
gives the name of the substance, its synonyms or com-
mercial names, its physical properties, the TLV in USA
and USSR, its uses or sources of poisoning, the special
risk and its main action or known effect; a final column
indicates its number on the list of compensable diseases
in France.
From the philosophical viewpoint the book breaks

clean away from the umbilical cord which tied occupa-
tional medicine to legal medicine in France (and appeared
frequently to be around its neck) and presents a composite
and workmanlike picture of industrial toxicology in
which the doctor, the hygienist and the biochemist
operate as partners in controlling toxic hazards. There is
an excellent treatment of detoxication mechanisms with
useful diagrams which anyone engaged in teaching would
find useful to modify for his own purposes. The action of
toxic industrial substances on enzymes is better done than
I have seen elsewhere although the discussion on TLVs
is rather laboured. The important thing is the close bond
by which all the components of industrial toxicology and
all its practitioners are drawn together with the object of
prevention.
One final recommendation of a first class book con-

cerns the delightful quotations which form the chapter
headings. None of them of course is in English, but there
is Lucretius in Latin with French subtitles, Hippocrates
in French, Aompere as you might expect, Claude
Bernard as a 'must', but a number of stars of lesser
magnitude such as Cuvier, Leriche, Fontenelle, Simonin
(not Simenon!) the Codex Medicamentaris of 1884 and
two gems from my own particular favourite, Alexis
Carrel.

For anyone in the field of occupational health I can
think of no better way of combining an appreciation of
the French language and system of thought at the same
time as learning a great deal about industrial toxicology.

ROBERT MURRAY

Medical Aid at Accidents. By Roger Snook. (Pp.
136; 235 figs; £6-including postage and packing.)
London: Update Publications. 1974.

The value of participation by doctors in first aid at the
scene of an accident has long been controversial. In this
book Dr Snook makes a plea for more active involvement
and gives a practical guide to the contribution doctors
can make to the work of ambulance, police, and fire
personnel.
The first half of the book, based on a survey of the

early management of road accident casualties (Dr
Snook's MD thesis) is full of useful factual advice on
equipment, resuscitation, analgesia, and the handling and
transport of the severely injured. The organization of
emergency medical aid in collaboration with the police,
ambulance and hospital authorities is described and the
pros and cons of different methods well argued.
On equipment the book is invaluable, particularly on

communications by radio and on devices for immobiliza-
tion of victims. The total cost of equipping a doctor's car
for an accident flying squad is about £1000. One wonders
how many doctors are prepared to spend that money out
of their own pockets when the fee for attendance at a
road accident is only £125, and much of the equipment
is expendable.
For the relief of pain at the scene of an accident

(particularly if the victim is trapped for a long period and
must be extricated) Entonox is clearly the method of
choice; it is now used by over 50% of ambulance services.
The importance of setting up an intravenous drip early
in the proceedings before veins collapse is stressed; this is
particularly useful if the full extent of the injuries cannot
be visualized initially.
The medical contribution to the co-ordinated work of

a rescue team when victims are trapped is clearly de-
scribed and at no time does the author try to take over
the total management of the team. In these situations
doctors should not attempt to take charge, but once the
victim is freed the patient becomes the responsibility of
the doctor who should travel in the ambulance and hand
over responsibility to a colleague at the hospital. Better
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training of ambulance crews is a recurring theme through-
out and one hopes this plea will fall on fertile ground.

In the second part of the book in which the author
turns his attention to other accidents including mountain,
cave, water, and industrial situations he is on less sure

ground. I do not think I am being unduly parochial in
criticizing Dr Snook for giving too little credit to occupa-

tional medicine. Before 1955 the coal and petroleum
industries had, for example, designed and built am-

bulances on much the lines he is now advocating. Most
large factories, chemical plants, and oil refineries in this
country have well organized rescue services which are

given only a passing reference. In a section on the treat-
ment of chemical poisoning there is no mention of the
National Poisons information centres in London and
elsewhere, although the telephone numbers are given in
Appendix 4. The list of chemicals likely to be encountered
on the roads is very brief. The Draeger multi-gas
detector kit, although it may be used to determine the
concentration of known gases, is not designed to identify
unknown hazards; its use is therefore likely to be of little
value in these circumstances.
The illustrations, many in colour, are on the whole

excellent, but there is no good illustration of the Tyne-
mouth spinal splint. Many of the more gory colour photo-
graphs could safely be omitted because they do not serve

any useful purpose, but the line diagrams are of a very

high standard. I doubt the need for so much detail on

tracheostomy and transfusion techniques which are pro-

cedures best learnt by practical experience. The suggestion
of spending time with an anaesthetist to learn the tech-
niques of tracheal intubation, intravenous infusion, and
resuscitation is much more to the point.
The book is well printed but the format rather cumber-

some for what is essentially a work for ready reference.
The index is comprehensive and the appendices contain
useful lists of books and of addresses for the purchase of
equipment, etc. One hesitates to criticize the poor use

of English because the enthusiasm of the author for his
subject shines through all the split infinitives, but occa-

sionally bad grammar does interfere with understanding.
This book deserves a second edition with fewer illustra-
tions and the text rewritten in a concise style more suited
to the subject.

W. M. DIXON

Noise: The Unwanted Sounds. By David M. Lips-
comb. (Pp. 331; $15). Chicago: Nelson-Hall. 1974.

The preface to this book states that it contains 'a healthy
sprinkling of humor . . . and . . . hilarious anecdotes'.
Unfortunately much of the humour and many of the
anecdotes depend on references to American personalities,
geography, politics, or federal law and the 300 pages left a
feeling of boredom. References to American standards,
without mention of the international equivalents proved
annoying, as American standards are not readily available
in this country. A number of figures are noticeably dated;
cycles per second repeatedly appears instead of Hertz
and at least one figure is drawn in terms of the old
American standard octave band frequency limits which
were superseded in 1967. A minor mistake in the noise
levels permitted under the Walsh Healey Act occurs in an
unfortunate place in Table 6.1. All this is likely to prove

confusing, especially to the uninitiated layman for whom
the book is intended.
Much space is devoted to one of David Lipscomb's

favourite topics, the hearing losses found in young people
due to exposure to pop music, sport shooting, and
unsilenced internal combustion engines. However, this
is balanced by a short chapter which plays down many of
the over-statements which are made by conservationists
and the like, which have no validation or are out of
context, and are then repeated by the popular media.
There is also a warning given, equally applicable on this
side of the Atlantic, that 'industrial noise consulting has
become a very attractive business for some people who
are not capable of adequately conducting services'.
Brand names of American acoustical sleep-inducing
devices, and more than 40 pages of the texts of letters
received by the Noise Study Laboratory together with
the replies, proved uninteresting. The chapter on 'reducing
the noise' is largely devoted to legislating, regulating, or
lobbying against noise. The principles of noise control
are dismissed in two pages and the reader is left confused
over the difference between insulation and absorption.
The book is quite obviously directed to the American

layman, and gives little assistance with solving either the
medical or engineering problems associated with exces-
sive noise exposure. British books, previously reviewed
here, are more appropriate for practitioners of occupa-
tional medicine in this country, and are more favourably
priced. However, this book may still prove useful to
anyone seeking material for low-key lectures or talks.

W. I. ACTON

The Training and Utilization of Feldshers in the
USSR: Prepared by the Ministry of Health of the
USSR for the World Health Organization. WHO
Public Health Paper no. 56. (Pp. 52; Sw.fr. 5).
Geneva: WHO. 1974.

Recent medical manpower projections suggest that in ten
years' time we will still be as dependent in the National
Health Service upon overseas doctors as we are today.
These projections were made before the recent report of
the Merrison Committee and it may be that the doctor/
patient ratio in a decade will be even higher than the
projections predict. In many branches of medicine, man-
power shortage has been minimized by delegating
increasing responsiblities to non-medical colleagues. In
the United States, physicians' assistants are being trained
to improve the position in primary care, and laymen and
women are now prepared in periods as short as three
months for specific clinical functions. In many parts of
the woild in which doctor shortage is endemic, nurses
play an increasingly important role; the attachment of
health visitors and district nurses to general practice in
Britain has created an interest in the primary care team.

In Russia none of this is new. This WHO Public
Health Paper describes the origins of the feldsher in
1872. After the October revolution it was hoped for a
while that all medical care could ultimately be provided
by fully trained physicians. When this hope had not been
realized by the 1950s, training programmeswereexpanded
and there are now in USSR something of the order of
200 000 feldshers in primary care, 20 000 feldsher
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